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Over 40 recipes to help you master the art of music production with FL StudioAbout This BookSet
up your own Digital Audio Workstation to create studio-quality music productionsBuild your song
with rhythm, sampling, vocals, guitar, and a multitude of sounds while mixing and organizing your
projectThe concepts presented in this book are explained in a very practical manner with clear
instructions to be followed in order to complete each taskWho This Book Is ForThis book is ideal for
musicians and producers who want to take their music creation skills to the next level, learn tips and
tricks, and understand the key elements and nuances in building inspirational music. It's good to
have some knowledge about music production, but if you have creativity and a good pair of ears,
you are already ahead of the curve and well on your way.What You Will LearnCreate rhythms for
your specific music genre with kicks, sub-bass, hi-hats, snares, various percussion sounds, and
FXAdd harmonies such as piano, guitar, synths, strings, and bass lines to your projectMix your
music with effects such as reverb, delay, equalization, filters, volume, panning, and other essential
tools Automate your music project to build suspense and interest in listenersDiscover sounds, virtual
instruments, and digital plugins on the InternetSample older music from songs that inspire youIn
DetailDeveloped by the Belgian company Image-Line, FL Studio is a top-of-the-range digital audio
workstation. FL Studio is used to make your own style of songs and share them with your friends,
family, and the world.This book shows you how to create music in various genres including but not
limited to indie rock, pop, hip-hop, and experimental. You will learn the exact steps that you need to
take while setting up your personal studio, composing music, adding effects, and making a
high-quality music production. You will learn how to build drum beats, layer your song with
harmonies and vocals, and mix sounds like a professional engineer. All in all, this book clarifies how
to make a quality music production in the digital age.
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FL Studio CookbookHey everyone, If you know me and know my music, my style and the amount of
effort that I go through to give props where props are due then you know I take my music seriously.
So, I'm writing this for anyone that is curious as well as for those that are either professional music
producers or rookies just getting into the music scene. Of all the books, PDF's and websites such as
MusicGoat postings that I have read to help productions, none of them have encompassed as much
in one solid place and in such an easy way as Shaun Friedman's "FL Studio Cookbook". Now, I've
read many books including having purchased the Official "FL Studio Bible" but none have come
close to how in-depth Shaun Friedman comes in explaining the details of creating your music
masterpiece as the FL Studio Cookbook. Shaun explains everything in crucially specific detail that
even music hobbyists can find something that can help them sound amazing. Shaun starts with
showing you how to create the ideal set-up for efficiency as well as for promoting the most creativity.
He then leads straight into installation which is crazy because not many tutorial books actually teach
you how to install AND then manipulate the directory folders so that you can use the most out of
your library set-up. This is extremely helpful because I took over a year to organize over 500GBs of
little sound bites that I have accumulated online. Having a strong and customized library of sounds if
crucial to a music producer. You need to know where each sound is at any given point and Shaun
points out the importance of this strongly.
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